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Security you can rely on.

• Always an excellent picture, even in low-light conditions
• Introducing nightsense, sensitivity boost
• Lens Wizard ensures perfect compatibility between lens

and camera
• Ready to use - straight from the box
• Distinctive appearance: discrete yet attractive
• Peace of mind - a reliable camera from long-established

experts in CCTV, backed by a three-year warranty
• Minimal installation required - this cuts your installation

costs and significantly reduces disruption 

Bosch Dinion

Tradition of quality and innovation

For over 100 years, the Bosch name has stood 
for quality and reliability. Bosch Security
Systems proudly offers a wide range of fire,
intrusion, CCTV, management and communi-
cation systems and components to help you
find the solution for any application. We are the
global supplier of choice for innovative technol-
ogy backed by the highest level of service and
support. When you need solutions you can rely
on, choose Bosch.

Contact us:

Masters in CCTV surveillance

Bosch is a long-established expert in the field of
surveillance. In addition to the Dinion we offer
an extremely extensive range of color and
monochrome CCTV systems and accessories,
backed by decades of application experience.
That means we can supply you with the ideal
solution for virtually any security monitoring
requirement, from simple in-shop systems to
vast configurations that cover entire industrial
complexes. Bosch is also at the forefront of the
digital CCTV revolution.

Cameras and accesoires Control systems Digital recorders Autodomes
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Experience Dinion, 

the standard in 

smart surveillance 

The Dinion range of smart surveillance cameras
draws on Bosch unique expertise in broad-
casting, television, video, semiconductors and
imaging to deliver better picture performance
than any other camera in its class.

The camera range, built around the powerful
Bosch Dinion video processing chip packs
outstanding functionality, intelligence and
image enhancement technology into the
camera’s stylish yet unobtrusive housing.
It’s also very quick to install - minimizing
disruption - and incredibly simple to operate.

Dinion, the standard in smart surveillance.

Outdoor low light situation:

Normal camera capture

Outdoor low light situation:

NightSense capture

Perfect picture, 

even against backlighting

Perfect picture, 

ideal for recognition and identification

Perfect picture, 

even in difficult lighting conditions

Superb picture quality for better identification

The Dinion cameras guarantee superb picture
quality in a number of ways. The revolutionary
Lens Wizard ensures perfect compatibility
between lens and camera, leading to optimal
pictures in all circumstances. It also aids back
focus adjustment, guaranteeing sharp images
even under low light conditions. ’Auto Black’
gives superb contrast even in fog or when the
housing window is misty or dirty. The high
dynamic range makes identifying details easier.
And the extremely high color fidelity also aids
recognition.

NightSense, for when the sun goes down

Dinion high resolution color models have
NightSense, which uses the increased sensitivity
in monochrome to boost the camera sensitivity
by a factor of 3. When light begins to fail, the
camera automatically switches to monochrome
to maintain outstanding picture quality.

Installed in a flash!

The installation of Dinion cameras causes an
absolute minimum of disruption to your
business. No tools are required and the camera
is supplied ready to operate. It simply has to be
mounted, plugged in... and it’s ready to protect
your premises.

Distinctive appearance

As you can see, the Dinion has been cleverly
styled so the body and lens seem to flow into
each other, like one object rather than two.
This, allied to the compact body size, gives the
Dinion the perfect combination: discrete yet
aesthetically pleasing.

The choice is yours

Whatever your requirements, there is a Dinion
camera to meet your needs. Take your pick from
color or monochrome, indoor or outdoor and
standard or high resolution.

Quality - guaranteed

Bosch is one of the world’s foremost developers
and manufacturers of security systems. All our
CCTV equipment, including of course the
Dinion, is made to the very highest international
quality standards. You have the reassurance of a
full three-year warranty, free advance replacement
program and the back-up of our worldwide
service network.
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